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Benefits of SUSY
• Gauge coupling unification

• Provide a candidate for dark matter

• Stabilization of the electroweak 
symmetry breaking (EWSB) scale 

gravitino, neutraino

SUSY primer, S. Martin

e.g. Gauge Mediation Gravity Mediation
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Without SUSY, EWSB scale is not stabilized

2, Destabilization at tree level

e.g., PQ breaking scalar, B-L breaking scalar ...

better than tuning of θ<10-10 ?

1, Destabilization at loop level
Well known 
quadratic 
divergence 
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In SUSY
• No quadratic divergence
• Coupling between intermediate scale, 
like PQ-scale, and EWSB scale can be   
controlled by holomorphy
e.g., PQ case

 (SUSY KSVZ model)

The PQ sector does’t mixed with EWSB (or other) 
sector, if their charges are appropriately chosen

protected by 
holomorphy
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SUSY was a key ingredient to understand the 
electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB)

SUSY is broken dynamically in hidden sector

The Fermi scale is obtained by radiative 
electroweak symmetry breaking

Soft SUSY breaking masses of O(100) GeV

Gauge mediation
Gravity mediation

(Anomaly mediation)
Gaugino mediation



This picture works very well for 
low-energy SUSY

renormalization scale (GeV)

Ge
V2

-

stop mass of ~170GeV



W=μHuHd



leading term

W=μHuHd



This picture works very well for 
low-energy SUSY

-

renormalization scale (GeV)

-

Ge
V2

Small 
tuning

-12000+8000

stop mass of ~170GeV
leading term



However, a generation of the EWSB scale 
seems more complicated



However, a generation of the EWSB scale 
seems more complicated

SUSY particles are heavier than we 
expected
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Figure 6: Exclusion limits for a simplified phenomenological MSSM scenario with only strong produc-
tion of gluinos and first- and second-generation squarks (of common mass), with direct decays to jets
and lightest neutralinos. Three values of the lightest neutralino mass are considered: m�̃0

1
= 0, 395 and

695 GeV. Exclusion limits are obtained by using the signal region with the best expected sensitivity at
each point. The dashed lines show the expected limits at 95% CL, with the light (yellow) band indicating
the 1� experimental and background-theory uncertainties on the m�̃0

1
= 0 limit. Observed limits are

indicated by solid curves. The dotted lines represent the m�̃0
1
= 0 observed limits obtained by varying the

signal cross-section by the theoretical scale and PDF uncertainties. Previous results for m�̃0
1
= 0 from

ATLAS at 7 TeV [17] are represented by the shaded (light blue) area. Results at 7 TeV are valid for
squark or gluino masses below 2000 GeV, the mass range studied for that analysis.

In Fig. 7 limits are shown for three classes of simplified model in which only direct production of
(a) gluino pairs, (b) light-flavour squarks and gluinos or (c) light-flavour squark pairs is kinematically
possible, with all other superpartners, except for the neutralino LSP, decoupled. This forces each light-
flavour squark or gluino to decay directly to jets and an LSP. Cross-sections are evaluated assuming
decoupled light-flavour squarks or gluinos in cases (a) and (c), respectively. In all cases squarks of the
third generation are decoupled. In case (b) the masses of the light-flavour squarks are set to 0.96 times
the mass of the gluino. The expected limits for case (c) do not extend substantially beyond those obtained
from the previous published ATLAS analysis [17] because the events closely resemble the predominant
W/Z + 2-jet background, leading the background uncertainties to be dominated by systematics.

In Fig. 8 limits are shown for pair produced gluinos each decaying via an intermediate �̃±1 to two
quarks, a W boson and a �̃0

1, and pair produced light squarks each decaying via an intermediate �̃±1 to
a quark, a W boson and a �̃0

1. Results are presented for models in which either the �̃0
1 mass is fixed to

60 GeV, or the mass splitting between the �̃±1 and the �̃0
1, relative to that between the squark or gluino

and the �̃0
1, is fixed to 0.5.

In Fig. 9 the results are interpreted in the context of a Non-Universal Higgs Mass model with gaugino
mediation (NUHMG) [73] with parameters tan � = 10, µ > 0, m2

H2
= 0, and A0 chosen to maximize the

mass of the lightest Higgs boson. The two remaining free parameters of the model m1/2 and m2
H1

are
chosen such that the next-to-lightest SUSY particle (NLSP) is a tau-sneutrino with properties satisfying
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis constraints.

In Fig. 10(left) limits are presented for a simplified phenomenological SUSY model in which pairs
of gluinos are produced, each of which then decays to a top squark and a top quark, with the top squark
decaying to a charm quark and �̃0

1.
In addition to these interpretations in terms of SUSY models, an alternative interpretation in the

context of the minimal universal extra dimension (mUED) model [75] with similar phenomenological

14

Non-observation of SUSY signals



The H3m error corresponds to change of the renormalization scale from Ms/2 to 2Ms

Moreover observed Higgs boson mass requires 
rather large radiative correction

J.L. Feng, P. Kant, S. 
Profumo and D. Sanford, 

1306.2318

~3TeV stops

O(αt αS2)



Larger mQ3 mU3 At increase both Higgs boson 
mass and Higgs soft mass

Figures from “SUSY primer”, S. Martin

increase decreaseincrease

At2 At4

At2 mQ32 mU32

mQ32 mU32

+ wave function renormalization of Hu

Higgs mass

Higgs soft mass squared



renormalization scale (GeV)

Ge
V2

We need an elaborate choice of μ-parameter

stop mass of ~3TeV



renormalization scale (GeV)

Ge
V2

We need an elaborate choice of μ-parameter

-4,000,000+3,996,000

Fine-tuning!

stop mass of ~3TeV
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Focus point!
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universal scalar mass gaugino mass

>>
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minimal Kahler
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Original Focus Point
universal scalar mass gaugino mass

>>
Arises from 

minimal Kahler

[Feng, Matchev, Moroi, 1999]

mHu2(mZ) becomes much smaller than expected
and does not sensitive to the change of m0

input parameters at 
the GUT scale

M1/2=200GeV, tanβ=10

m0



Why mHu2(msoft) is small ?



looks like coincidence

Why mHu2(msoft) is small ?





Taking A0=0, m02=0
~1

We want to 
make M1/2 small



Let us shift boundary value m0=0 to δm0

RGEs for At, M1, M2, M3 do not change

At, M1, M2, M3 do not change

(because of the mass 
dimension)



RGEs for δmHu2, δmU32, δmQ32 

solving RGEs



for Q~MZ, MGUT~1016GeV, Yt~1
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RGEs for δmHu2, δmU32, δmQ32 

solving RGEs

Deep reason may be hidden

Yt  MGUTflavor symmetry  
breaking scale

Λ
(more fundamental scale)



Fine-tuning measure



Defining a fine-tuning measure

e.g., mSUGRA

is a fundamental parameter



Defining a fine-tuning measure

e.g., mSUGRA

is a fundamental parameter



[Feng, Sanford, 2012]

122 can be 
consistent with 
observed value

(Higgs mass is calculated 
using SoftSUSY, tanβ=10, 

A0=0)

Δ~500



With A-term

(Higgs mass is calculated 
using SoftSUSY, tanβ=10)

Fine-tuning is reduced to Δ~50-100



We would like to propose simpler model

Gaugino (dominated) mediation with fixed ratio 
of the gluino mass to wino mass M2/M3~0.4, 

e.g., 3/8
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Focus point in 
Gaugino Mediation
• Fine-tuning can be reduced with a certain 

ratio of gluino mass to wino mass
(bino mass is not so important)

GUT scale 
parameters

~mstop

where

non-
universal

Product GUT/non-
anomalous discrete R-

symmetry(later)

Doublet-triplet splitting problem in SU(5)GUT
solve



The running of mHu2 (TeV2)

universal case

For almost same gluino mass
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Higgs boson mass @ three loop level

red: mt=173.2 GeV  green: mt=174.2 GeV
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Fine-tuning and Higgsino mass

Higgsino mass μ
Δ(fine-tuning measure)



Prediction

• At least Higgsino is light, which can 
be target at the ILC

• Bino-Higgsino dark matter if the 
gravitino is heavier than the 
neutralino



Prediction

• At least Higgsino is light, which can 
be target at the ILC

• Bino-Higgsino dark matter if the 
gravitino is heavier than the 
neutralino

Strong constraint 
from XENON100
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in the unit of 10-45cm2

neutralino mass

Spin-independent cross section
Δ(fine-tuning measure) (tanβ=20)

good relic

Whole region is covered at XENON 1T

Improve by 
two order of 
magnitude

[micrOMEGAs]



in the unit of 10-45cm2

neutralino mass

Spin-independent cross section
Δ(fine-tuning measure) (tanβ=20)

good relic
[micrOMEGAs]



Ice Cube Experiment

our 
model

-41
(but χ10 does not decays into WW exclusively)

SD cross section

[micrOMEGAs]



Ice Cube Experiment

our 
model

-41
(but χ10 does not decays into WW exclusively)

SD cross section

Ice cube may discover/
exclude 

[micrOMEGAs]
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The origin of 8:3(~0.4)
• Product GUT SU(5)GUT x U(2)H

SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)Y

Doublet-triplet splitting problem is solved

Approximate gauge coupling unification is 
satisfied small enough

(strong coupling)

bi-fundamental
field



The origin of 8:3(~0.4)
• Product GUT SU(5)GUT x U(2)H

SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)Y

Then M3/M2~3/8 may arise
~ MGUTif

bi-fundamental
field



The origin of 8:3

•May be determined by 
dim(SU(2)adj): dim(SU(3)adj)



The origin of 8:3

•May be determined by 
dim(SU(2)adj): dim(SU(3)adj)

•Anomaly free condition of ZNR
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discrete R-symmetry

R parity can not forbid dim 5 proton decay operators

For N=even, constant term breaks ZNR to R-parity
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Let us focus on even number of N

(For N=odd, R-Parity is broken by constant term)

,
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Suppose that there exist non-anomalous 
discrete R-symmetry

R parity can not forbid dim 5 proton decay operators

For N=even, constant term breaks ZNR to R-parity

Z4R, Z6R, Z8R ...

Let us focus on even number of N

(For N=odd, R-Parity is broken by constant term)

,
very 

dangerous!

ZNR



μ-term is generated by Giudice Masiero 
mechanism Forbid bare Hu Hd

ZNR-SU(2)L-SU(2)L ZNR-SU(3)c-SU(3)c



ri: charge of matter fermion and Higgsino

wino mass

gluino mass

ZNR transformation

Shift of Im(Z/M*) cancels the anomaly
conjecture
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ri: charge of matter fermion and Higgsino

wino mass

gluino mass

ZNR transformation

Shift of Im(Z/M*) cancels the anomaly
conjecture



Anomaly cancellation:  A2=A3=0 mod N

k2=16, k3=6 for Z6R

No solution with k2/k3=8/3 for Z4R



wino mass

gluino mass

k2=16, k3=6

Mwino : Mgluino = 8 : 3



Summary
• Focus point in Gaugino Mediation is 
attractive

• If M3/M2~0.4 (say 3/8), the fine-
tuning is significantly reduced

• The model is testable at ILC/
XENON1T
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Just add a MN55i5i*, which change 
the RGEs



Another interesting thing of gaugino 
mediation

Adding vector-like matters enhance the Higgs boson 
mass even when the gluino mass is small

Moroi. T. Yanagida and N.Y. , 1211.4676 (PLB)



Thank you


